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All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %
1 431 0.3 0.4 1 25.8 100
2 431 1 0.2 1 97.4 100
3 431 2.2 1.3 4 54.7 100
4 431 2.6 1.1 4 65 100
5 431 1.4 0.7 2 69.6 100
6 431 1.5 0.7 2 73 100
7 431 2.3 2.2 6 37.8 100

1a 431 1 1.1 4 24.9 100
1 b 431 1.1 0.8 2 53.1 100
1 c 431 1.2 0.7 2 59.5 100
1 d 431 1.9 1.3 4 46.6 100
1 e 431 4.4 2.1 8 54.4 100
2a 431 1.6 0.7 2 79.9 100
2 b 431 2.3 1.5 6 39.1 100
2 c 431 1.8 1.1 4 45.5 100
2 d 431 4.3 2.1 8 53.2 100
3 a i 431 1.3 0.8 2 64.8 100
3 a ii 431 1 1.1 4 25.9 100
3 b i 431 1.5 0.7 2 73.8 100
3 b ii 431 1.1 0.8 2 57.4 100
3 c 431 2.4 1.3 4 58.9 100
3 d 431 2.8 1.7 6 47.1 100
4a 431 1.2 1.4 4 30.6 100

4 b i 431 1.6 0.8 3 54.1 100
4 b ii 431 1.3 0.9 3 43.2 100
4 c 431 2.9 2.9 10 29.4 100

If you are accessing this 
document in a web 
browser and are only 
able to see this single 
page, please download 
the document and re-
open it in Adobe Reader 
in order to fully access 
the exemplar material.
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Question 1e
This question was worth eight marks (level-based marking). It asked candidates to evaluate Alison’s 
decision to become a partnership. Many candidates showed understanding of sole traders and 
partnerships but only some candidates evaluated. This shows the importance of the command word 
to support candidates to access the higher marks.


The following answer was awarded the full eight marks. The candidate evaluated the main factors 
relating to the choice of ownership. This candidate showed a good understanding of sole traders and 
partnerships. The points were balanced with the benefits and drawbacks outlined. The answer was 
well structured and clearly expressed. There was good application of information from the business 
scenario, profit motive and financial investment etc. The answer ended with a conclusion which 
presented a justified judgement. To achieve a level 3 mark candidates needed to evaluate, 
highlighting the importance of the command word. 


Q.1












This answer was given three marks (bottom of level 2). The candidate started by defining both types 
of ownership. However, some points were vague which limited the mark, e.g. being a sole trader 
everything is down to you whereas in a partnership everything in the business is equal and 50/50 
each. To further improve the answer the candidate should have specified what aspects may be solely 
down to the owner or need to be shared. The word ‘everything’ is too vague. The final sentence 
made reference to ‘more finance’ which took the answer to level 2 as there was an attempt at a 
comparison. 


Q.1












This answer was awarded three marks (bottom of level 2). The answer described some factors 
relating to each types of ownership. The start of the answer acknowledged that partnerships have 
unlimited liability but did not reflect that sole traders also have unlimited liability too. The answer 
made reference to ‘more opportunity’ which took the answer to level 2 as there was an attempt at a 
comparison. 


Q.1
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Question Answer LO AC Mark 


(e) Evaluate Alison’s decision to become a partnership 
as opposed to remaining as a sole trader.  


0 marks: Nothing worthy of any marks. 


Level 1 (1-2): Answers show a limited understanding of 
sole traders and partnerships by giving a basic description 
and maybe looked at just one type of business ownership. 
Answers convey meaning but lack detail. Little or no use 
of specialist vocabulary and no application to the business 
scenario. 


Level 2 (3-5): Answers describe in some detail factors 
relating to a partnership compared with a sole trading 
business. Students have referred to positives and/or 
negatives of both types of business ownership. Answers 
communicate meaning with some use of specialist 
vocabulary. There is some application to the business 
scenario. 


Level 3 (6-8): Answers include a full evaluation of all main 
factors relating to the choice to be made. Answers are 
well structured and clearly expressed. Specialist terms are 
used with ease and accuracy. The business scenario is 
applied throughout. 


Indicative content: 


Currently Alison is a sole trader and is financially highly 
vulnerable. She has unlimited liability, but this will not be 
resolved in forming a partnership as this type of business 
ownership also has unlimited liability, however Alison will 
be able to share the burden of debt with Meryl. 
Alison has been in sole control of her enterprise and will 
have to sacrifice some of this control as Meryl will become 
an equal partner.  
Profits will now be shared – something that Alison has not 
needed to do as a sole trader. How they are shared may 
lead to disagreement and needs to be clarified at the 
outset in a Deed of Partnership. 
The capital that Meryl will be injecting into the business 
will allow expansion plans to go ahead e.g., the provision 
of more classes and more productions. If the business 
grows as a result, then both may benefit from the 
increased profits. 
They are already friends so it is likely that they will work 
harmoniously together. 


Accept any other valid points. 


1 1.1 8 


Total for Question 1 20 


Q.1












This answer was awarded 


the full eight marks. The 


candidate evaluated the 


main factors relating to the 


choice of ownership. This 


candidate showed a good 


understanding of sole 


traders and partnerships. 


The points were balanced 


with the benefits and 


drawbacks outlined. The 


answer was well structured 


and clearly expressed. There 


was good application of 


information from the 


business scenario, profit 


motive and financial 


investment etc. The answer 


ended with a conclusion 


which presented a justified 


judgement. To achieve a 


level 3 mark candidates 


needed to evaluate, 


highlighting the importance 


of the command word. 
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This answer was 
given three marks 
(bottom of level 2). 
The candidate 
started by defining 
both types of 
ownership. 
However, some 
points were vague 
which limited the 
mark, e.g. being a 
sole trader 
everything is down 
to you whereas in a 
partnership 
everything in the 
business is equal 
and 50/50 each. To 
further improve the 
answer the 
candidate should 
have specified what 
aspects may be 
solely down to the 
owner or need to 
be shared. The 
word 'everything' is 
too vague. The final 
sentence made 
reference to 'more 
finance' which took 
the answer to level 
2 as there was an 
attempt at a 
comparison. 
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This answer 
was awarded 
three marks 
(bottom of 
level 2). The 
answer 
described some 
factors relating 
to each types 
of ownership. 
The start of the 
answer 
acknowledged 
that 
partnerships 
have unlimited 
liability but did 
not reflect that 
sole traders 
also have 
unlimited 
liability too. 
The answer 
made 
reference to 
'more 
opportunity' 
which took the 
answer to level 
2 as there was 
an attempt at a 
comparison. 
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(e) Evaluate Alison’s decision to become a partnership as opposed to remaining as a sole
trader. [8]


20
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Q.1












3. Alison has told M ryl that the business plan has lo contain the following sections. Select and
insert the letter of the item that best fits ach of the fellowing sections of the business plan in
����� � 


Marketing Financial 


A 1) 


A< Prlclng strategies 
An overview of he whole business 


e"' Recruitment policy 


Human resources Executive summary 


C 


Sources of funds 
E Quality management policy 
F Customer service policy 












The following candidate was awarded zero marks. This answer highlights the importance of carefully 
reading the question as the question asked for the letter (singular rather than plural). Many 
candidates selected more than one example of content for some business plan sections which 
automatically resulted in zero marks for that element as they had not answered the question. Clear 
knowledge could not be demonstrated by giving more than one answer.  












The following candidate was awarded one mark – they correctly identified that B was part of the 
Executive Summary. This answer highlights the importance of carefully reading the question which 
asked for the letter (singular rather than plural). Many candidates selected more than one example 
of content for some business plan sections which automatically resulted in zero marks for that 
element as they had not answered the question. Clear knowledge could not be demonstrated by 
giving more than one answer, even if one of the answers was correct. 


The following candidate was awarded zero marks. This answer highlights the importance of carefully 
reading the question as the question asked for the letter (singular rather than plural). Many 
candidates selected more than one example of content for some business plan sections which 
automatically resulted in zero marks for that element as they had not answered the question. Clear 
knowledge could not be demonstrated by giving more than one answer.  
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LEVEL 3 BUSINESS - UNIT 1 
 


SUMMER 2023 MARK SCHEME 
 
 


Section A 
 


Question Answer LO AC Mark 


1. D 
 


1 1.1 1 


2. B 
 


2 2.2 1 


3. Select and insert the letter of the item that best fits 
each of the following sections of the business plan in 
the boxes below. 
 
Award 1 mark for each correct answer.  
 
Marketing A  
Finance D 
Human resources C 
Executive summary B 
 


1 1.6 4 


4. (a) A long-term statement of intent, which is not easily 
measured as it stands.  


 
Award 1 mark for correct answer. 
 
Business aim 
 


1 1.5 1 


(b) A standardised procedure used to measure attributes 
such as aptitude, personality or intelligence.  


 
Award 1 mark for correct answer. 
 
Psychometric test 
 


3 3.1 1 


(c) Groups of employees who meet regularly to consider 
how to resolve problems/improve production.  
 
Award 1 mark for correct answer. 
 
Quality circles 
 


2 2.3 1 


(d) A new method, process or procedure that helps the 
efficiency/growth of businesses.  


 
Award 1 mark for correct answer. 
 
Innovation 
 


1 1.4 1 












This response was given the full four marks. The candidate has a good understanding of the 
contents within each of the four sections and was able to distinguish the correct responses from the 
two distractors. The letter is clearly written in the boxes. 


3. Alison has told M ryl that the business plan has lo contain the following sections. Select and
insert the letter of the item that best fits ach of the fellowing sections of the business plan in
����� � 


Marketing Financial 


A 1) 


A< Prlclng strategies 
An overview of he whole business 


e"' Recruitment policy 


Human resources Executive summary 


C 


Sources of funds 
E Quality management policy 
F Customer service policy 


4












The following candidate was awarded one mark – they correctly identified that B was part of the 
Executive Summary. This answer highlights the importance of carefully reading the question which 
asked for the letter (singular rather than plural). Many candidates selected more than one example 
of content for some business plan sections which automatically resulted in zero marks for that 
element as they had not answered the question. Clear knowledge could not be demonstrated by 
giving more than one answer, even if one of the answers was correct. 


The following candidate was awarded zero marks. This answer highlights the importance of carefully 
reading the question as the question asked for the letter (singular rather than plural). Many 
candidates selected more than one example of content for some business plan sections which 
automatically resulted in zero marks for that element as they had not answered the question. Clear 
knowledge could not be demonstrated by giving more than one answer.  


1












The following candidate was awarded one mark – they correctly identified that B was part of the 
Executive Summary. This answer highlights the importance of carefully reading the question which 
asked for the letter (singular rather than plural). Many candidates selected more than one example 
of content for some business plan sections which automatically resulted in zero marks for that 
element as they had not answered the question. Clear knowledge could not be demonstrated by 
giving more than one answer, even if one of the answers was correct. 


The following candidate was awarded zero marks. This answer highlights the importance of carefully 
reading the question as the question asked for the letter (singular rather than plural). Many 
candidates selected more than one example of content for some business plan sections which 
automatically resulted in zero marks for that element as they had not answered the question. Clear 
knowledge could not be demonstrated by giving more than one answer.  


0
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Section A


Answer all questions.


1. With which of these sectors will BWYT be most closely associated?


 Tick (√) one box only.  [1]


 A Primary


 B Quaternary


 C Secondary


 D Quinary


2. Alison’s loan from The Development Bank of Wales is an example of what type of business 
resource? 


 Tick (√) one box only.  [1]


 A Human 


 B Financial 


 C Physical 


 D Informational 


3. Alison has told Meryl that the business plan has to contain the following sections. Select and 
insert the letter of the item that best fits each of the following sections of the business plan in 
the boxes below. [4]


Marketing Financial Human resources Executive summary


 A Pricing strategies
 B An overview of the whole business
 C Recruitment policy


 D Sources of funds
 E Quality management policy
 F Customer service policy
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7. Th newly formed partne hip ill have several · nctional areas Slate two func onal a e s ol
BWYT and e plain t e roe tha eac of these areas will ha>1e In contri uting lowa ds achieving
\he or am al on·s o et, s [6)












��,. 7. The newl farmed partnership ill ha several lune ional are . SI two unct1onal ar s of
BWYT and exp ain he roe lha eac or lhese areas will have In confrib1.1ting to - ards ac:hleving 
the organisation's ,ob;ecllves. [6] 


n,1"'.:J) ofl.fl. f"J'U/4 ()/1.iU � o, '/IV vT c.v<d 
/YIO..Jr�. 7/ul Jltv(I/ . I !Jt'l�Aj 1/'//o/n-ra/?t:J;-\ 


VIA' p:J/tllbtU UVJ/Drn.t/1 � tar�/� tJ /ra.r� 


ff /eJ)l) iA � �� 11,...q ht.WI'; If 1n arfXtl,.1,- tr; 


14Nf11 .C.UJlrYJ1.trJ, /1-1 w VT; -IJr.t 1)1/JJ. 


ckpvtow):J t6vJ.ti dJje}l'}(J/{1 �IVY, Uf_,Pe Of � ..


CVl!l4 Ir) � ard &{,,r Wtut::.t; 
�IV()(111V ju,1t Clup,,� /I' -t'AL 1' n.4,.n 


�� 7/u.i �� �J � 
CRfPl/"-j , A cV7d ovt o/ I/Al ba/J1J:1.ltff, h- �CR" 
If! /tJ4', I tJ.1- � N V'0 1 J Jrf // /11 I 11/ft' lt..Uf:,I 
/1ANV) f{)r lr/1JOI?. ()lh,M �J '.I -ltpPV?t I0/1 /�j 


J


f11_ u rJipflrfl'Yl.iM J,U(,)t,f)d bt trl,/tldl ,·,, �
(AL_ l'tlll.J� t1lPlctt /10"1.IU ft,',� ---nt.('J � 
H,iu(ftrl �� /o�� Cl� 1h..e.
Or1J1t.Yv1'Jt:J/A1 o,-, 'f ohJe_ u, '..I. 
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Question Answer LO AC Mark 


7. The newly formed partnership will have several 
functional areas. State two functional areas of BWYT 
and explain the role that each of these areas will have 
in contributing towards achieving the organisation’s 
objectives.  
 
Award 1 mark for each valid functional area identified (max 
2 marks) 
 
Award 1 mark for limited explanation of each functional 
area’s contribution towards achieving the organisation’s 
objectives (max 2 marks) 
 
Award 2 marks for developed explanation of each functional 
area’s contribution towards achieving the organisation’s 
objectives (max 4 marks) 


 
Indicative content: 
 
Marketing – promoting the business in cost efficient way 
e.g. adverts in a local paper, deciding on prices of fees 
which are competitive, deciding on the range of services 
offered and negotiating cheaper rent in the Art Centre for 
increased classes 
 
Finance – paying minimum wage, preparing financial 
forecasts with efficiency in mind, source finance, 
negotiating favourable rates on loans and seeking expert 
financial guidance 
 
Human Resources – recruiting using minimal costs e.g. 
internally, recruiting staff with excellent examination results 
on the job training and motivating staff non-financially 
 
Administration – recording calls and actioning calls in a 
timely manner, keeping a customer database to facilitate 
effective communication and emailing rather than sending 
mail 
 
Customer Service – dealing with customer complaints 
promptly to avoid a bad reputation, offering discounts for 
bulk class purchases, offering a range of payment methods 
and offering flexibility over class changes 
 
Objectives must be relevant for the partnership, for instance 
make a profit, increase customer numbers, increase market 
share, satisfy customers etc.  
 
Accept any other valid points. 
 


2 1.4 6 


  












The following response was awarded two marks. Two functional areas were identified which was 


awarded one mark each, e.g. finance and marketing. The candidate then listed typical roles/tasks of 


each functional area. Although the roles/tasks are accurate the question asked candidates to 


explain the role that each functional area has in contributing towards achieving the organisation's 


objectives. Listing the roles/tasks in this way was not an explanation. It is therefore important that 


candidates focus on the command word when planning their answers. This answer does not show 


any appreciation of how each functional area supports the achievement of objectives. 


7. Th. I� 
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This answer was not awarded any marks. No valid functional areas were identified so no marks 


could be awarded. To achieve any marks for this question candidates needed to show 


knowledge/understanding of the functional areas of a business. 
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7. Th newly formed partne hip ill have several · nctional areas Slate two func onal a e s ol
BWYT and e plain t e roe tha eac of these areas will ha>1e In contri uting lowa ds achieving
\he or am al on·s o et, s [6)


0












Five marks were awarded for the following answer. This candidate identified two appropriate functional 
areas - marketing and finance. They gave an explanation of both functional areas, however, only the 
explanation for the finance function was linked to the organisation's objectives. The candidate had 
thought about the context offered in the case study and linked the role of the finance function to 
support the owner's expansion plans. For the full six marks the candidate needed to link the role of the 
marketing function to the organisation's objectives. 
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the organisation's ,ob;ecllves. [6] 
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6. Identify two attributes which Alison and Meryl will require to make them successful 
entrepreneurs. [2]


 


 


 


 


 


7. The newly formed partnership will have several functional areas. State two functional areas of 
BWYT and explain the role that each of these areas will have in contributing towards achieving 
the organisation’s objectives. [6]
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